Class of 2018

Yomna Amer, Louisville
Matthew Anderson, Kentucky
Steven App, Kentucky
Kristen Belford, Louisville
Bradley Blankenship, Kentucky
Morgan Cash, Kentucky
Austin Roy Clark, Louisville
Natalie Clark, Louisville
Benjamin Doty, Kentucky
Madeline Dunfee, Kentucky
Natasha Fraser, Louisville
Allison Frazure, Kentucky
Kara Fredlock, Louisville
Jessica Geddes, Kentucky
Benjamin German, Louisville
Sara Gottesman, Louisville
Hannah Graff, Kentucky
Anthony Gutierrez, Kentucky
Paige Hart, Louisville
Faihza Hill, Louisville
Millie Horn, Kentucky
Neil Horsley, Kentucky
Jordan Hyland, Kentucky
Mason Johnson, Kentucky
Kellie Kane, Louisville
Patrick Keller, Kentucky
Cayla Kunstek, Kentucky
Helen Lu, Louisville
Ashlee Marie Margheim, Louisville
Preston Mercer, Kentucky
Jeremy Miller, Kentucky
Becky Mirsky, Kentucky
Garrett Oberst, Kentucky
Ross Owen, Kentucky
Abhisek Patel, Kentucky
Emily Pauw, Kentucky
Dominic Prado, Kentucky
Sara Qutubuddin, Kentucky
Hannah Ruggles, Kentucky
Sherif Saleh, Kentucky
Kristin Schutzman, Louisville
Lincoln Shade, Kentucky
Charles Shofner, Louisville
Jerome Soldo, Louisville
Dillon Stanfield, Louisville
Evan Tracy, Louisville
Makayla Uebelhor, Louisville
Pavani Vantipalli, Louisville
Austin VonAxelson, Louisville
James Warwick, Kentucky
Molly Whittaker, Kentucky
Nicole Williams, Louisville
Stephen Winter, Louisville
Andrew Wodrich, Kentucky
Tanner Womble, Kentucky
Kalen Wright, Louisville
MacKenzie Wyatt, Kentucky
Yuxi Zhang, Kentucky
Class of 2017

Jessica Adkins, Kentucky
Zeeshan Akhtar, Kentucky
Maria Alkhasova, Kentucky
Connor Appelman, Kentucky
Megan Bosley, Kentucky
Abby Bray, Kentucky
Paran Davari, Kentucky
Brooke Duke, Kentucky
Jacob Edmisson, Kentucky
Caleb Fligor, Kentucky
Monieka Fortner, Kentucky
Katharine Freeman, Kentucky
Andrea Frost, Kentucky
Elise Garrett, Kentucky
Nathan Hansen, Kentucky
Jordan Hess, Kentucky
Britney Howard, Kentucky
Marc Kai, Kentucky
Sara Keshtvarz, Kentucky
Kayla King, Kentucky
Michael Koenig, Kentucky
Ramya Kondaveeti, Kentucky
Carlos Kuria, Kentucky
Rachel Leake, Kentucky
Michael Miller, Kentucky
Taylor Moody, Kentucky
Violet Patty, Kentucky
Megan Rajagopal, Kentucky
Sibi Rajendran, Kentucky
Kandice Roberts, Kentucky
Kaitlyn Senay, Kentucky
Anita Shanker, Kentucky
Tara Shrout, Kentucky
Jeremy Swiney, Kentucky
Hasanki Warnakula, Kentucky
Eric Weber, Kentucky
Lewis Winder, Kentucky
Simra Ahmed, Louisville
Joel Bagah, Louisville
Travis Bales, Louisville
Emily Brazell, Louisville
Alexander Emerson, Louisville
Joshua French, Louisville
Karl Hempel, Louisville
Kevin Kane, Louisville
Corey Ketchem, Louisville
Nick Khear-Bell, Louisville
Kevin Kwan, Louisville
Devin McBride, Louisville
Kelsey McCallister, Louisville
Aaron McPheters, Louisville
Megan Mercer, Louisville
Jennifer Overfield, Louisville
Queen Pan, Louisville
Collin Russell, Louisville
Craig Schutzman, Louisville
Bryan Wessel, Louisville
Abi Zhang, Louisville
Class of 2016

Stella Achenjang, Kentucky
Nneka Amadife, Kentucky
Christine Auberle, Kentucky
Megan Freeman, Kentucky
Elizabeth Mirsky, Kentucky
Rooshil Patel, Kentucky
Sreeja Sanampudi, Kentucky
Amanda Su, Kentucky
Kayla Williams, Kentucky
Jessica Banet, Louisville
Abby Baumgartle, Louisville
Ryan Blackburn, Louisville
Samantha Edwards, Louisville
Wesley Field, Louisville
David Hagan, Louisville
Grant McKenzie, Louisville
Christian Moser, Louisville
Tali Pomerantz, Louisville
Melinda Ruberg, Louisville
Mallika Sabharwal, Louisville
Mary Jane Schumacher, Louisville
Ethan Tomlinson, Louisville
Valerie Wolf, Louisville